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The solution space of a K-satisfiability �K-SAT� formula is a collection of solution clusters, each of which
contains all the solutions that are mutually reachable through a sequence of single-spin flips. Knowledge of the
statistical property of solution clusters is valuable for a complete understanding of the solution space structure
and the computational complexity of the random K-SAT problem. This paper explores single solution clusters
of random 3- and 4-SAT formulas through unbiased and biased random-walk processes and the replica-
symmetric cavity method of statistical physics. We find that the giant connected component of the solution
space has already formed many different communities when the constraint density of the formula is still lower
than the solution space clustering transition point. Solutions of the same community are more similar with each
other and more densely connected with each other than with the other solutions. The entropy density of a
solution community is calculated using belief propagation and is found to be different for different communi-
ties of the same cluster. When the constraint density is beyond the clustering transition point, the same behavior
is observed for the solution clusters reached by several stochastic search algorithms. Taking together, the
results of this work suggest a refined picture on the evolution of the solution space structure of the random
K-SAT problem; they may also be helpful for designing heuristic algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the “Ising model” of intrinsically hard combinatorial
satisfaction problems, the random K-satisfiability �K-SAT�
problem was extensively studied in the last 20 years. Recent
major progresses include mean-field predictions and rigorous
bounds on the satisfiability threshold �1,2�, mean-field pre-
dictions on various structural transitions in the solution space
of a random K-SAT formula �3�, and efficient stochastic al-
gorithms �1,4,5�. Statistical physics theory �1,3,6� predicted
that the solution space of a satisfiable random K-SAT for-
mula �K�3� divides into exponentially many Gibbs states as
the constraint density is beyond a clustering �dynamic� tran-
sition point. For K�8 it was proved �7� that the solution
space Gibbs states are extensively separated from each other
but whether the same picture holds for 3�K�8 is still an
open question. Recent empirical studies revealed that for ran-
dom K-SAT formulas with K�8 the clustering transition has
no fundamental restriction on the performances of some sto-
chastic search algorithms such as WALKSAT and CHAINSAT

�5,8�. For example, the CHAINSAT process �5� is able to find
solutions for a random 4-SAT formula with constraint den-
sity well beyond the clustering transition value although dur-
ing the search process the number of unsatisfied constraints
of the formula never increases. The most efficient stochastic
algorithm for large random K-SAT formulas is survey propa-
gation �1� which, for the random 3-SAT problem, is able to
find solutions at constraint densities extremely chose to the
satisfiability threshold. To understand the high efficiency of
these and other stochastic search algorithms, it is desirable to
have more detailed knowledge on the energy landscape and
the solution space structure of the random K-SAT problem
�see, e.g., Refs. �9,10� for some very recent efforts�. Such
knowledge will also be very helpful for designing stochastic
search algorithms.

A random K-SAT formula contains N variables and M
=�N clauses, � ��M /N� being the constraint density. Each
variable has a spin �= �1, and each clause prohibits K ran-
domly chosen variables from taking a randomly specified
spin configuration of the 2K possible ones. The configura-
tions �� ���1 , . . . ,�N� that satisfy a formula F forms a solu-
tion space. The Hamming distance of two solutions is
defined as

d��� 1,�� 2� = �
j=1

N

��� j
1,− � j

2� , �1�

where ��x ,y�=1 if x=y and 0 otherwise. Two solutions �� 1

and �� 2 are regarded as nearest neighbors if they differ on just
one variable, i.e., d��� 1 ,�� 2�=1. The organization of the solu-
tion space can be studied graphically by representing each
solution as a vertex and connecting every pair of unit-
distance solutions by an edge. Then the solution space can be
regarded as a collection of solution clusters, each of which is
a connected component of the solution space in its graphical
representation. How many solution clusters does this astro-
nomically huge graph contain? What is the size distribution
of these clusters? What are the distributions of the minimal,
the mean, and the maximal distances between two clusters?
How are the solutions in each cluster organized? These ques-
tions are fundamental to a complete understanding of the
random K-SAT problem, but they are very challenging and
so far only few rigorous mathematical answers are achieved
�7,11�. Mean-field statistical physics theory �3,6� is able to
give a prediction on the number of solution Gibbs states of a
given size, but whether there is a strict one-to-one correspon-
dence between solution Gibbs states, which are defined ac-
cording to statistical correlations of the solution space
�12,13�, and solution clusters is not yet completely clear.
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Following our previous work Ref. �14� in this paper we
focus on one of the structural aspects of the solution space,
namely, the organization of a single connected component �a
solution cluster�. The internal structure of a solution cluster
is explored by unbiased and biased random-walk processes.
We examine mainly solution clusters reached by a very slow
belief propagation decimation algorithm, but it appears that
the qualitative results are the same for solution clusters
reached by various other algorithms. We can verify that the
studied solution clusters correspond to the single �statisti-
cally relevant� Gibbs state of the given formulas if the con-
straint density � is lower than �d, the clustering transition
point where exponentially many Gibbs states emerge �3�. We
find that the solutions in such a giant cluster already aggre-
gate into many different communities when � is still much
lower than �d. In a solution cluster, solutions of the same
community are more densely connected with each other than
with the other solutions, and the mean Hamming distance of
solutions belonging to the same community is shorter than
the mean solution-solution Hamming distance of the whole
cluster. The entropy density of a solution community is cal-
culated by the replica-symmetric cavity method of statistical
physics and is found to be different for different communities
of the same cluster. When the constraint density exceeds �d,
we have the same observation that nontrivial community
structures are present in the single-solution clusters reached
by several stochastic search algorithms. These numerical re-
sults are interpreted in terms of the following proposed evo-
lution picture of the solution space of a random K-SAT for-
mula: �1� as the number of constraints of the formula

increases and � becomes close to �d from below, many rela-
tively densely connected solution communities emerge in the
solution spaces and these communities are linked to each
other by various inter-community edges; �2� the intracommu-
nity and intercommunity connection patterns both evolve
with �, and finally the single giant component of the solution
space breaks into many clusters of various sizes �probably at
�=�d�, each of which contains a set of communities; �3� as
� further increases, the intracommunity and intercommunity
connection patterns in each solution cluster keep evolving,
leading to the breaking of a solution cluster into subclusters.

The following section describes the numerical methods
used in this paper. The simulation results on random 3-SAT
and 4-SAT formulas are reported in Secs. III and IV, respec-
tively. We conclude this work in Sec. V.

II. METHODS

A. Random-walk processes and the data clustering method

A solution cluster contains a huge number N	exp�Ns� of
solutions, with s being the entropy density. A solution �� in
this cluster is connected to k�� other solutions, 1�k�� �N.
Empirically we found that the degrees k�� of the solutions in
a cluster are narrowly distributed with a mean much less than
N �see Fig. 1 for an example�. Therefore the solutions of a
cluster can be regarded as almost equally important in terms
of connectivity. However, the connection pattern of the solu-
tion cluster can be highly heterogeneous. Solutions of a clus-
ter may form different communities such that the edge
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The degree distribution of solutions from
a solution cluster. The three curves correspond to three random
3-SAT formulas of N=20 000 variables and constraint density �
=3.925. To get a degree distribution, 2500 solutions are uniformly
sampled from a solution cluster by a Markov chain process. Sup-
pose at time t the solution �� = ��1 , . . . ,�i , . . . ,�N� is being visited. A
variable i is chosen with probability 1 /N from the whole set of
variables. If this variable can be flipped without violating any con-
straint of the formula, it is flipped and the solution is updated to
�� �= ��1 , . . . ,−�i , . . . ,�N� at time t�= t+�, otherwise the old solu-
tion �� is kept at time t�. We set �=1 /N and sample solutions at an
equal time interval of 80 000.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �Upper panel� Schematic view of solution
communities in a single-solution cluster. The mean edge density in
the whole cluster �the largest circle� is less than the edge densities
of individual communities �small circles�. A path of single-spin flips
linking solutions �� and �� � of two different communities is shown
by the black coiled trajectory. �Lower panel� Entropy density s�q�
as a function of the overlap q with a given reference solution. If
s�q� is a concave function �case I�, a rectilinear line with slope −x
can only be tangent to s�q� at one point; if s�q� is not concave, then
a rectilinear line with certain slop −xc may be tangent to s�q� at two
points q1 and q2. In the interval of q1�q�q2, s�q� may be mono-
tonic �case II�a�� or be nonmonotonic �case II�b��.
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density of a community is much larger that of the whole
cluster �Fig. 2 �upper panel� gives a schematic picture, where
darker circles indicate solution communities with higher
edge densities�. The communities may even further organize
into supercommunities to form a hierarchical structure. If a
random walker is following the edges of such a community-
rich solution cluster, it will be trapped in different commu-
nities most of the time and only will spend a very small
fraction of its time traveling between different communities.
If solutions are sampled by the random walker at equal time
interval 	t, the sampled solutions contains useful informa-
tion about the community structure of the solution cluster at
a resolution level that depends on 	t.

Two slightly different random-walk processes are used in
this paper to explore the structure of single solution clusters.
The first one is SPINFLIP of Ref. �14�, which prefers to flip
newly discovered unfrozen variables. Starting from an initial
solution denoted as �� � at time t=0, the SPINFLIP process
explores a solution cluster by jumping between nearest-
neighboring solutions. The set U of discovered unfrozen
�flippable� variables is initially empty. Suppose the walker
resides on �� �t� at time t. The set of flippable variables in this
solution is divided into two subsets: set A�t� contains all the
variables that have already been flipped at least once, set B�t�
contains the remaining flippable variables. In the time inter-
val �=1 /N the spin of a randomly chosen variable in set B�t�
�if B�t���� or set A�t� �if otherwise� is flipped. At time t�
= t+� the walker is then in a nearest neighbor of �� �t�, and the
updated set of unfrozen variables is U�t��=U�t��B�t�. A
unit time of SPINFLIP corresponds to N flips. As newly dis-
covered unfrozen variables are flipped by SPINFLIP with pri-
ority, the random walker probably can escape from the local

region of the initial solution �� � quicker than an unbiased
random walker. However we have checked that this slight
bias is not at all significant to the simulation results. There
are two reasons: first the random-walk process occurs in a
high-dimensional space, and second, after a brief transient
time the set B�t� of newly discovered unfrozen variables be-
comes empty most of the time.

We also use the unbiased random-walk process in some of
the simulations. The unbiased random walk differs from
SPINFLIP in that at each elementary solution update, a vari-
able is uniformly randomly chosen from the set of flippable
variables and flipped. As we just mentioned, SPINFLIP con-
verges to the unbiased random walk as the simulation time t
becomes large enough �e.g., t
106�.

A number of solutions are sampled with equal time inter-
val 	t during the random-walk process for clustering analy-
sis. The overlap q between any two sampled solutions �� 1 and
�� 2 is defined by

q��� 1,�� 2� � 1 −
2d��� 1,�� 2�

N
. �2�

We can obtain an overlap histogram from the sampled solu-
tions. A hierarchical minimum-variance clustering analysis
�15� is performed on these sampled solutions �the same
method was used by Hartmann and co-workers to study the
ground-state spaces of some optimization problems �16��.
Initially each solution is regarded as a group, and the dis-
tance between two groups is just the Hamming distance. At
each step of the clustering, two groups Ca and Cb that have
the smallest distance are merged into a single group Cc. The
distance between Cc and another group Cd is calculated by

d�Cc,Cd� =
��Ca� + �Cd��d�Ca,Cd� + ��Cb� + �Cd��d�Cb,Cd� − �Cd�d�Ca,Cb�

�Cc� + �Cd�
, �3�

where �C� denotes the number of solutions in group C. A
dendrogram of groups is obtained from this clustering analy-
sis, and the matrix of Hamming distances of the sampled
solutions is drawn with the solutions being ordered accord-
ing to this dendrogram �16�.

We should emphasize that by the above-mentioned
random-walk processes solutions of a cluster are sampled
with probability proportional to its connectivity rather than
with equal probability. We can also sample solutions uni-
formly random by a slight change in the random-walk pro-
cess as explained in the caption of Fig. 1. We have checked
that the results of this paper are not qualitatively changed by
this different sampling method. This may not be surprising:
for one hand, the degrees of different solutions of the same
cluster are very close to each other, and for the other hand, if
there is many communities in a solution cluster, their trap-
ping effects will be felt by different random-walk processes.

B. Entropy calculation using the replica-symmetric
cavity method

For a solution community, some of the important statisti-
cal quantities are the entropy density, the mean overlap be-
tween two solutions of the community, and the mean overlap
between a solution of the community and a solution outside
of the community. The entropy density s is defined by

s �
ln�N�

N
, �4�

where N is the number of solutions in the community. Fol-
lowing Ref. �17� we use the replica-symmetric cavity method
of statistical physics �18� to evaluate the values of these
quantities. The replica-symmetric cavity method is equiva-
lent to the belief propagation �BP� method of computer
science �19�.
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Suppose �� 1 is a sampled solution from a solution commu-
nity. With respect to this solution, a partition function
Z��� 1 ,x� is defined as

Z��� 1,x� = �
��

exp�Nx�
j=1

N

� j
1� j = �

��
exp�Nxq��� 1,�� �� ,

�5�

where �� means that only the solutions of the formula are
summed. When the reweighting parameter x=0, all solutions
contribute equally to the partition function Z��� 1 ,0�, which is
just equal to the total number of solutions. At the other limit
of x
0, only those solutions �� with q��� 1 ,�� �
1 contribute
significantly to Z��� 1 ,x�. At a given value of x, Eq. �5� can be
expressed as

Z��� 1,x� = �
q

exp�N�s�q� + xq�� , �6�

where eNs�q� is the total number of solutions whose overlap
value with �� 1 is equal to q. s�q� is referred to as the entropy
density of solutions at overlap value q. When N is large, the
summation of Eq. �6� is contributed almost completely by
the terms with the maximum value of the function f�q ,x�
�s�q�+xq. At a given x, the relevant overlap value q to
Z��� 1 ,x� is therefore determined by

ds�q�
dq

= − x , �7�

and the corresponding entropy density at this q value is re-
lated to f�q ,x� by a Legendre transform s�q�= f�q ,x�−xq.
The following BP iteration scheme is used to determine the
overlap and entropy density as a function of x. The function
s�q� is then obtained from these two data sets by eliminating
x.

When applying the replica-symmetric cavity method to a
single random K-SAT formula, first one needs to define two
cavity quantities �i→a and ua→i:

�i→a = ln�Pi→a�+ 1�
Pi→a�− 1� , �8�

ua→i = ln�1 − �
j��a\i

Pj→a�− Ja
j � . �9�

In the above two equations, Pi→a��i� is the �cavity� probabil-
ity of variable i to take the spin value �i if it is not con-
strained by constraint a; �a denotes the set of variables that
are involved in constraint a, and �a \ i is identical to �a ex-
cept that variable i is missing; Ja

j = �1 is the satisfying spin
value of variable i for constraint a �i.e., Ja

j =+1 �respectively,
−1� if �i=+1 �−1� satisfies a�. The cavity quantity ua→i is the
logarithmic likelihood of constraint a being satisfied by vari-
ables other than variable i.

The following BP iteration equations can be written down
for �i→a and ua→i �see, e.g., Refs. �20,21��:

�i→a = 2x�i
1 − �

b��i\a
Jb

i ub→i, �10�

ua→i = ln�1 − �
j��a\i

1 + Ja
j + �1 − Ja

j �e�j→a

2�1 + e�j→a�  . �11�

In Eq. �10�, �i denotes the set of constraints in which i is
involved, �i \a is the a subset of �i with a being removed.

After a fixed-point solution is obtained at a given value of
x for the set of cavity quantities ��i→a ,ua→i�, the overlap q is
then calculated by the following equation:

q =
1

N
�
i=1

N

�i
1��i� =

1

N
�
i=1

N
�i

1�e�i − 1�
e�i + 1

, �12�

where ��i� is the average value of �i at the reweighting pa-
rameter x and �i is equal to

�i = 2x�i
1 − �

a��i

Ja
i ua→i. �13�

The entropy density is expressed as

s =
1

N
�
i=1

N

	Si −
1

N
�
a=1

M

�K − 1�	Sa − xq , �14�

where

	Si = ln�exp�− x�i
1 + �

a��i:Ja
i =1

ua→i�
+ exp�x�i

1 + �
a��i:Ja

i =−1

ua→i� , �15�

	Sa = ln�1 − �
i��a

1 + Ja
i + �1 − Ja

i �e�i→a

2�1 + e�i→a�  . �16�

At a given value of x, one can also estimate the mean
overlap q̄�x� between two solutions of the solution space by

q̄�x� =
1

N
�
i=1

N

��i�2 =
1

N
�
i=1

N
�e�i − 1�2

�e�i + 1�2 . �17�

As we will demonstrate in the next two sections, when the
reweighting parameter x is equal to certain critical values,
the calculated entropy density s and overlap q may change
discontinuously with x. Furthermore, at certain range of the
parameter x, the BP iteration equations may have two fixed
points with different s values and q values. Such behaviors
are caused by the nonconcavity of the entropy density func-
tion s�q�. As shown in Fig. 2 �lower panel�, if s�q� is non-
concave, then at certain critical value x=xc, Eq. �7� has two
solutions at q1 and q2, with q1�q2. When x is slightly larger
than xc, we have f�q2 ,x�� f�q1 ,x�. Therefore the partition
function Z��� 1 ,x� is dominantly contributed by solutions of
overlap value q
q2, and the total number of these solutions
is eNs�q2�, while the solutions with overlap q
q1 form a
“metastable” state. When x is slightly smaller than xc, then
f�q1 ,x�� f�q2 ,x� and the reverse is true: Z��� 1 ,x� is contrib-
uted predominantly by solutions with overlap q
q1, and the
total number of these solutions is eNs�q1�, and the solutions at
overlap q
q2 form a metastable state. At x
xc, the two
fixed-point solutions of the BP iteration equations correspond
to these two maximal points of f�q ,x�.
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The nonconcavity of s�q� at certain range of overlap val-
ues is a strong indication that the solution space has non-
trivial structures, which might be the existence of many so-
lution clusters or the existence of many solution
communities in the solution cluster of �� 1 or both. The re-
weighting parameter x in Eq. �5� can be regarded as an ex-
ternal field which biases the spin of each variable i to �i

1. At
the limit of N→, for the nonconcave cases shown in II�a�
and II�b� of Fig. 2, a real first-order phase transition will
occur at x=xc between an energy-favored phase with overlap
q
q2 and an entropy-favored phase with overlap q
q1.

III. RESULTS FOR RANDOM 3-SAT FORMULAS

A. Random walk on a solution cluster reached
by survey propagation

As a first example, Fig. 3 shows the simulation results for
a random 3-SAT formula of N=106. The constraint density
�=4.25 of this formula is very close to the satisfiability
threshold �s=4.267, and the initial solution �� � for the SPIN-

FLIP random-walk process was obtained by survey propaga-
tion �1�. The solid line in the upper panel of Fig. 3 is the
number of accumulated unfrozen variables Nu�t���U�t��. We

notice that this number increases only slowly �almost loga-
rithmically� with evolution time t, Nu�t�	 ln�t�, and only
25% of the variables are found to be unfrozen at time t
=106. The lower left panel of Fig. 3 is the overlap histogram
and the matrix of Hamming distances of 1000 sampled solu-
tions �with equal interval of 	t=1000�. As indicated by the
fact that only a quarter of the variables have been touched,
the random-walk process probably has visited only a small
fraction of the whole solution cluster in the relatively short
evolution time of 106. However, the overlap histogram and
the Hamming distance matrix clearly demonstrate that the
explored portion of the solution cluster is far from being
homogeneous. The overlap histogram has several peaks, and
the Hamming distance matrix shows that the sampled solu-
tions can be divided into two large groups, each of which can
be further divided into several subgroups. The overlap of the
visited solutions with the initial solution �� � has several sud-
den drops as a function of ln t, and each of these drops is
preceded by a plateau of overlap value �data not shown�. All
these simulation results are consistent with the proposal that
several solution communities exist in the studied solution
cluster. The solutions of each community are more densely
connected to each other than to the outsider solutions. Be-
cause of the dominance of intracommunity connections in

FIG. 3. �Color online� Simulation results for a random 3-SAT formula with N=106 variables and constraint density �=4.25: number of
discovered unfrozen variables versus the evolution time of SPINFLIP �upper�; the overlap histogram of 1000 sampled solutions and the matrix
of Hamming distances of these solutions for this formula �lower left� and for its shuffled version �lower right�.
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each solution community, a random walker in a community-
rich graph will be trapped in a single community for a long
time before it jumps into another community and discovers
other unfrozen variables. This proposed multitrap mecha-
nism may be the reason of the logarithmic increase in Nu�t�
�22�.

Guided by the Hamming distance matrix of Fig. 3 �lower
left�, we choose two sampled solutions, solution S-250 and
S-940 for entropy calculations �23�. The overlap between
S-250 and S-940 is 0.8681, and they are suggested by Fig. 3
�left lower� as belonging to two different communities. For
S-250, the BP iteration is convergent as long as the reweight-
ing parameter x is in the range of x�0.0275 �see Fig. 4�a��.
At x=0.0275, BP reports an entropy density s=0.064 64 and
an overlap value q=0.8848 with S-250. The overlap as a
function of x has a rapid change at x
0.04 �the same behav-
ior is observed for the entropy density�, indicating a rapid
change in the statistical property of the solution cluster at q

0.890 as viewed from S-250. For S-940, BP is convergent
when x�0.03; at x=0.03 the entropy density is s=0.064 41
and the overlap value is q=0.8854. Two fixed points of BP
are obtained at 0.035�x�0.04 for S-940 �Fig. 4�a��, indi-
cating that there is a well-formed community of solutions
whose mean overlap with S-940 is q
0.890, and this com-
munity is embedded in a larger community of mean overlap
q
0.887 with S-940.

The same numerical experiment is also carried out for a
random 3-SAT formula of N=106 and �=4.20, starting from
an initial solution obtained by WALKSAT �4,8� and a set of
random 3-SAT formulas of N=20 000 and �
� �3.825,3.925� using initial solutions obtained by belief
propagation decimation �see the following subsection� �3�.
The results of these simulations suggest that the existence of
community structure in single-solution clusters is a general
property of random 3-SAT formulas.

Given a solution �� � for a formula F, we can shuffle the
connection pattern of F to produce a maximally randomized
formula F� under the constraints that �i� �� � is still a solution
of F�, �ii� each variable i participates in the same number of
clauses as in F and its spin value �i

� satisfies the same num-

ber of clauses as in F, and �iii� each clause a is satisfied by
the same number of spins of �� � as in F. When we run SPIN-

FLIP starting from �� � for the shuffled formula we are unable
to detect any community structures. For the 3-SAT formula
of �=4.25 studied above, the simulation results obtained on
a shuffled formula are also shown in Fig. 3. The number
Nu�t� of discovered unfrozen variables for this shuffled sys-
tem has a sigmoid form as a function of ln�t� and it already
reaches a high value of 0.9N at time t	104. The overlap
histogram of the 1000 sampled solutions �time interval 	t
=1000� has a Gaussian form, and the Hamming distance ma-
trix of these sampled solutions is featureless.

This and additional shuffling experiments confirm that
community structure is present only in a solution cluster of a
random 3-SAT formula but not in that of a shuffled formula.
The entropy calculations further confirms this point. For the
randomized graph of Fig. 3 �lower right�, we have chosen
two most separated solutions S-210 and S-838 �with an over-
lap value 0.6641� to perform the entropy calculations. The
BP iteration is able to converge even when the reweighting
parameter decreases to zero, and at x=0 the same entropy
density value of 0.131 48 is reached �see Fig. 4�b��. The
overlap q as a function of x does not show any signal of
discontinuous behavior.

B. Community structures form before the clustering transition
in random 3-SAT

Krzakala et al. �3� predicted that a clustering transition
occurs in the solution space of a random 3-SAT formula at
the critical constraint density �d=3.87. At this point, expo-
nentially many Gibbs states emerge in the solution space,
with a few of these states dominating the solution space. A
Gibbs state of the mean-field statistical physics theory is de-
fined mainly in terms of the correlation property of the solu-
tion space. It is regarded as a set of solutions within which
there are no long-range point-to-set correlations �12�. For a
large random K-SAT formula, whether there is a one-to-one
correspondence between a solution cluster �which is defined
as a connected component of the solution space� and a Gibbs
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The entropy density s�q� at a given overlap value q with a reference solution. �A� Results for two solutions S-250
and S-940 of the lower left system of Fig. 3. �B� Results for two solutions S-210 and S-838 of the lower right system of Fig. 3. The inset
of �A� and �B� shows the overlap value q as a function of the reweighting parameter x of the replica-symmetric cavity method.
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state of statistical physics is still an open question. But even
if there is not a strict one-to-one correspondence, it is natural
to believe that a solution cluster and a Gibbs state of solu-
tions are closely related. In this section, we investigate the
structure of a single solution cluster of a random 3-SAT for-
mula at � close to �d by extensive SPINFLIP simulations on
random 3-SAT formulas of size N=20 000. Ten random
3-SAT formulas are generated at each of the constraint den-
sity values �� �3.825,3.85,3.875,3.90,3.925�, and for each
of these formulas a solution �� � is constructed using belief
propagation decimation �3�, which is then used by SPINFLIP
as the starting point.

The belief propagation decimation program fixes vari-
ables of the input formula sequentially with an interval of at
least 50 iterations, and it assigns a spin value to a variable
according the predicted marginal spin distribution. We have
chosen such an extremely slow fixing protocol with the hope
of being able to pick a solution uniformly random from the
solution space. For �=3.825 and 3.85, we are able to calcu-
late the entropy density of the whole solution space of a
formula and the mean overlap between two solutions using
the replica-symmetric cavity method, with all the cavity
fields initially setting to zero �14�. We have verified that the
mean overlap and entropy density values of the solution clus-
ters explored by SPINFLIP are in agreement with the statistical
physics predictions. This is consistent with the belief that the
whole solution space is ergodic and has only a single �statis-
tically relevant� solution cluster. For �=3.875,3.90,3.925,
the replica-symmetric cavity method no longer converges on
a single formula, and therefore we are not sure whether the
explored solution clusters are the dominating clusters. This
later ambiguity may not be too significant as we are mainly
interested in the property of the solution cluster before the
clustering transition.

In each run of SPINFLIP, the random walk first runs at least
3�107 time steps starting from the input solution, and then
1000 solutions are sampled at equal time interval of 	t
=50 000. Before sampling of solutions, SPINFLIP has enough
to time to flip almost all the variables, therefore during the
later solution sampling process, SPINFLIP actually performs
an unbiased random walk.

The overlap histograms and Hamming distance matrices
of the sampled solutions at �=3.825 show only weak hetero-
geneous features �a typical example is shown in Fig. 5 upper
left�; but as � increases, the heterogeneity of the solution
cluster becomes more and more evident �for �=3.925, a
typical example is shown in Fig. 5 upper right�. These results
might indicate that only weak community structure is present
in the studied solution clusters of �=3.825. However, we
must be careful to draw conclusions from figures such as Fig.
5, as the community structures revealed by SPINFLIP also
depend on the time interval 	t of solution sampling. Even if
the solution cluster is composed of extremely many commu-
nities, if 	t is of the same order as the typical trapping times
of the communities, two sampled solutions of SPINFLIP will
only have a low probability of belonging to the same com-
munity. Then the Hamming distance matrix of the sampled
solutions will be very homogeneous. For the case of Fig. 5
�upper left�, we find that 	t=50 000 is comparable to the
typical trapping time of a community �see Fig. 6�b��. If 	t is

chosen to be ten times shorter, the sampled solutions show
very evident community structures also at �=3.825 �data not
shown�.

The clustering analysis of sampled solutions is comple-
mented by entropy calculations. For the example of �
=3.825 shown in Fig. 5 �upper left�, we have calculated the
entropy densities of solutions at a given overlap with two
reference solutions S-150 and S-225. The results are shown
in Fig. 6. For solution S-150, as the reweighting parameter x
decreases to x=0.0135, both the entropy density and the
overlap show a sudden change. This behavior indicates that
S-150 is contained in a solution community of entropy den-
sity s
0.1519 and of mean overlap q
0.5349 with S-150.
On the other hand, the whole solution cluster has an entropy
density s=0.153 04 and mean overlap q=0.3872 with S-150.
We have performed an unbiased random-walk simulation
starting from S-150 �see Fig. 6�b�� to find that the overlap as
a function of evolution time �in logarithmic scale� indeed has
an evident plateau at q
0.53 before it eventually decays to
q
0.39.

For the solution S-225, Fig. 6�a� shows that there is a
region of the reweighting parameter x within which two
fixed-point solutions of the BP iteration equations coexist.
One of the fixed point of BP describes the statistical property
of the solution community, which has an entropy density s

0.1527 and mean overlap q
0.5212 with S-225, while the
other fixed-point describes the statistical property of the
whole solution cluster, which has an entropy density s
=0.153 04 and mean overlap q=0.3911 with S-225. If we
perform an unbiased random-walk process in the solution
cluster starting from solution S-225, we find that the overlap
with S-225 stays at a plateau value of q
0.52 for a long
time until it suddenly �in logarithmic scale� drops to a value
of q
0.39 �see Fig. 6�b��, in agreement with the replica-
symmetric BP results. Similar results are obtained from other
sampled solutions.

From the different entropy density values of the commu-
nities and the fact that the two reference solutions S-150 and
S-225 have a small overlap of q
0.39, we conclude that
they belong to different communities of the same solution
cluster. And from the fact that the entropy density of the
examined solution cluster is the same as the entropy density
of the whole solution space �the later is obtained by the
replica-symmetric BP with both random and zero initial con-
ditions �14��, we conclude this solution cluster is actually the
only statistically relevant solution cluster of the whole solu-
tion space. Qualitatively the same results are obtained for the
other studied random 3-SAT formulas of �=3.825 and �
=3.85. We therefore conclude that many solution communi-
ties have already formed in the single statistically relevant
solution cluster of a large random 3-SAT formula at con-
straint density ���d. If the solution cluster breaks into
many connected components at the clustering transition point
�d, this ergodicity breaking can be understood as the final
separation of groups of communities caused by the loss of
intercommunity links.

When the constraint density � is beyond the clustering
transition value �d, all the explored single solution commu-
nities of the random 3-SAT formulas demonstrate clear com-
munity structures, according to the overlap histogram and
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Hamming distance matrices of the sampled solutions �see
Fig. 5 upper right for a typical example�. The existence of
community structure in single solution clusters is also con-
firmed by entropy calculations. As an example, we show in
Fig. 7�a� the results of the replica-symmetric cavity method
on a solution cluster that corresponds to Fig. 5 upper right
��=3.925�. We choose solution S-250 and S-675 �with mu-
tual overlap 0.3842� as two reference solutions �similar re-
sults are obtained for other sampled solutions�. For S-250,
the entropy density and overlap value change suddenly when
the reweighting parameter is decreased to x=0.0068, indicat-
ing that S-250 belongs to a solution community of entropy
density s
0.135 95 and mean overlap q
0.628 with S-250.
This solution community is itself contained in a larger com-
munity of entropy density s�0.136 25 and mean overlap q
�0.5835 with S-250. The evolution trajectory of the overlap
value with S-250 as obtained from an unbiased random-walk
process �Fig. 7�b��, which has a series of plateaus of decreas-
ing heights, is consistent with such a nested �hierarchical�

organization of communities. For S-675, the entropy data
suggest that it belongs to a different community of entropy
density s
0.1367, whose mean overlap with S-675 is q

0.62. This solution community itself form a subgraph of a
larger community of entropy density s�0.136 85 and of
mean overlap q�0.565 with S-675. The overlap evolution
trajectory starting from S-675 jumps between the values of
q
0.63 and q
0.53 at t�106. This jumping behavior dem-
onstrates that the unbiased random walker is able to visit the
solution community of S-675 frequently. This probably indi-
cates that the community of S-675 is one of the largest com-
munities of the solution cluster.

For the studied solution cluster at �=3.925, when the re-
weighting parameter x is very small �x�0.004 for S-250 and
x�0.002 for S-675�, we are unable to find a fixed-point for
the replica-symmetric BP equations. As x approaches zero,
the corresponding dominating solutions probably are distrib-
uted into different solution clusters, and the replica-

FIG. 5. �Color online� The overlap histogram �in semilogarithmic plot� and the matrix of Hamming distances of 1000 sampled solutions
for a random K-SAT formula of 20 000 variables. SPINFLIP first runs for 3�107 steps starting from a solution obtained by belief propagation
decimation. Solutions are then sampled at equal time interval of 50 000. The upper panel corresponds to K=3, �=3.825 �left�, and �
=3.925 �right�; the lower panel corresponds to K=4, �=9.10 �left�, and �=9.22 �right�. The most probable overlap values in the shown
overlap histograms of �=3.825 �K=3�, �=9.10, and 9.22�K=4� are in agreement with the mean overlap values predicted by the replica-
symmetric cavity method for the same formulas, indicating that the solution space for these formulas is composed of one single giant
component.
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symmetric cavity method is no longer sufficient to describe
their statistical properties.

IV. RESULTS FOR RANDOM 4-SAT FORMULAS

A. Results for a large random 4-SAT formula with ���d

We perform simulations on a single large random 4-SAT
formula F of N=105 variables. The constraint density of the
formula is �=9.46, beyond the clustering transition point
�d=9.38 �3�. Five solutions were obtained using belief
propagation decimation for this formula; F was then shuffled
with respect to each of these solutions to obtain five formulas
F� �see Sec. III A�. The number Nu�t� of discovered unfrozen
variables as a function of the evolution time t of SPINFLIP on
these ten instances are shown in Fig. 8 �upper panel�. There

is no qualitative difference between the Nu�t� curves of the
original formula and those of the shuffled formulas as com-
pared with the results of the random 3-SAT case in Fig. 3.
The random-walk process is able to flip most of the variables
at least once in an evolution time of t=106 both on the origi-
nal and on the shuffled formulas.

The lower left and lower right panel of Fig. 8 are, respec-
tively, the overlap histogram and Hamming distance matrix
of 1000 sampled solutions at time interval 	t=1000 for the
original formula and one of its shuffled version, with the
random-walk process starting from the same initial solution.
From these two figures, we infer that both the solution clus-
ter of the original and the shuffled formula have nontrivial
community structures. This is another important difference
compared with the random 3-SAT results shown in Fig. 3,
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Structure of the solution cluster examined in Fig. 5 �upper left, �=3.825�. �A� The entropy density s�q� of
solutions at a given overlap value q with reference solution S-150 and S-225. �B� Two overlap evolution trajectories starting from S-150 and
S-225. An evolution trajectory is obtained by an unbiased random walk starting from either S-150 or S-225, the overlap of the visited
solution with the starting solution is recorded during the random-walk process. In �A� the two dashed lines are fitting curves of the quadratic
form s�q�=s0−a0�q−q0�2. The fitting parameters are s0=0.152 22�3�10−5, q0=0.478�0.003 �fitting range being 0.535�q�0.65, for
S-150� and s0=0.153 035�1�10−6, q0=0.3900�0.0004 �0.52�q�0.6, for S-225�. The inset of �A� shows the overlap value q as a
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Same as Fig. 6 but the solution cluster is the one studied in Fig. 5 �upper right�, with �=3.925. The dashed curve
in �A� is a quadratic fitting curve s�q�=s0−a0�q−q0�2 with fitting parameters s0=0.135 916, q0=0.625 297�7�10−5 �for S-250, fitting
range being 0.628�q�0.72�.
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where the solution cluster of the shuffled formula does not
show community structure.

For the solution cluster of Fig. 8 �lower left�, we choose
two solutions S-246 and S-992 �with an overlap of 0.7064�
for entropy calculations. The entropy density curves s�q� as a
function of the overlap q with these two solutions are shown
in Fig. 9�a�. For S-246, the replica-symmetric BP iteration
equations have two fixed points when the reweighting pa-
rameter is in the range of 0.0084�x�0.019. The fixed point
with q�0.8 corresponds to the local solution community of
S-246, which has an entropy density of s
0.061 80 and
mean overlap q
0.841 with S-246. The other fixed point
with q�0.56 probably corresponds to the whole solution
space, which has an entropy density s=0.069 794 at x=0.
For S-992, the BP iteration equations are convergent for x
�0.026 and x�0.018 but are divergent for 0.018�x
�0.026. We infer that S-992 is associated with a solution
community of entropy density s=0.0603, whose mean over-
lap with S-992 is q
0.852. These entropy results confirm
the indication of Fig. 8 �left lower� that S-246 and S-992
belong to two different communities �of the same cluster�. As

the constraint density of the formula is beyond the clustering
transition point �d, its solution space very probably is com-
posed of many extensively separated solution clusters. In
agreement with this expectation, the mean-field cavity
method predicts that the mean overlap of the whole solution
space to the explored solution cluster is q
0.3.

For the solution cluster of the shuffled formula studied in
Fig. 8 �lower right�, we also choose two solutions S-544 and
S-863 �with mutual overlap 0.476 36� for entropy calcula-
tions. The results shown in Fig. 9�b� confirm that the solution
cluster of the shuffled formula has different communities.
The community of S-544 has an entropy density s

0.075 18 and a mean overlap q
0.7630 with S-544, while
that of S-863 has an entropy density s
0.073 24 and a mean
overlap q
0.7985 with S-863. As indicated by the small
breaks of the s�q� curve of S-863 in Fig. 9�b�, the local
community of S-863 probably is a sub-graph of a larger com-
munity of entropy density s
0.0745, whose mean overlap
with S-863 is q
0.75. The entropy density of the whole
solution space as obtained at x=0 is s=0.082 578 5. The
mean overlap of the whole solution space to either of the two
reference solutions is q
0.34.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Simulation results on a random 4-SAT formula with N=105 variables and constraint density �=9.46. �Upper�
Number of discovered unfrozen variables versus the evolution time of SPINFLIP, starting from five different initial solutions. �Lower left and
lower right� The overlap histogram of 1000 sampled solutions from one initial solution and the matrix of Hamming distances of these
solutions for this formula �lower left� and its shuffled version �lower right�.
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B. Community structures form before the clustering transition
in random 4-SAT

Similar to Sec. III B, we continue to investigate whether
solution communities have formed in the solution space of a
random 4-SAT formula before the clustering transition point
�d=9.38. For each of the constraint densities �
� �9.10,9.22,9.30,9.38,9.46,9.54�, ten random 4-SAT for-
mulas of N=20 000 variables are generated, and a solution is
obtained by belief propagation decimation for each of these
formulas. We then use the same random-walk protocol as
mentioned in Sec. III B to sample a large number of solu-
tions for clustering analysis. Two typical solution-clustering
results, one for a formula with �=9.10 and the other for a
formula with �=9.22, are shown in Fig. 5 lower left and
lower right.

Our simulation results reveal that the connection patterns
of all these studied solution clusters at 9.10���9.54 are far
from being homogeneous. The lower panel of Fig. 5 indi-
cates that there are already many small solution communities

in the solution cluster of �=9.10 and that the community
structures of the solution cluster will be more and more pro-
nounced as � increases. To be more quantitative, we have
calculated the statistical properties of solution communities
by performing BP iterations �with a reweighting parameter x�
starting from various sampled solutions. We show as an ex-
ample the results of the entropy calculations performed on
two solutions S-250 and S-500 of the solution cluster of Fig.
5 �lower left�, with �=9.10. Similar to what we have ob-
served before, as the reweighting parameter x decreases, the
entropy density and overlap values predicted by the replica-
symmetric cavity method show several small sudden
changes, and at x	0.03 the BP equations have more than
one fixed-point solutions. From these results, we estimate
that the solution cluster that contains S-250 has an entropy
density of s
0.083 74 and a mean overlap 0.6574 with
S-250, while the solution community of S-500 has an en-
tropy density s
0.082 81 and a mean overlap q
0.6668
with S-500. Both of these two solution communities prob-
ably have nontrivial internal structures, as indicated by the
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FIG. 9. �Color online� The entropy density curves s�q� as a function of overlap q. �A� Results obtained by choosing two reference
solutions S-246 and S-992 in the solution cluster of Fig. 8 �lower left�. �B� Results obtained by choosing two reference solutions S-544 and
S-863 in the solution cluster of Fig. 8 �lower right�. The inset in each subfigure is the overlap value q as a function of the reweighting
parameter x.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Same as Fig. 6, but the solution cluster is for a 4-SAT formula of �=9.10, whose Hamming distance matrix is
shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 5.
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sudden small drops of the overlap value as a function of x
�see the inset of Fig. 10�. The whole solution cluster has an
entropy density s=0.093 279 and a mean overlap q
0.24
with either of these two reference solutions. These results are
confirmed by the two overlap evolution trajectories shown in
Fig. 10�b�, which show several plateaus at q
0.7 in the
semilogarithmic plot. The fact that overlap values with S-250
and S-500 fluctuate at long times around the theoretically
predicted value of q
0.24 confirms that the studied solution
cluster is the only statistically relevant cluster of the whole
solution space.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, this work studied the solution space statisti-
cal properties of large random 3- and 4-SAT formulas by
extensive random-walk simulations and by the replica-
symmetric cavity method of statistical physics. A solution
space is mapped to a huge graph, in which each vertex rep-
resents an individual solution and the edge between two ver-
tices means that the two corresponding solutions differ on
just one variable. A solution cluster of the solution space is
defined as a connected component of solutions, and a solu-
tion community of a solution cluster is a set of solutions
which are more similar with each other and more densely
interconnected with each other than with the outsider solu-
tions of the solution cluster. The results of this paper suggest
that, as the constraint density � of a random K-SAT �K
=3,4� formula increases, the solution space of the formula
first forms many solution communities before the solution
space experiences a clustering transition at the critical con-
straint density �d. For ���d, the results of this paper also
suggests that the individual solution clusters of the solution
space �which may correspond to different solution Gibbs
states� still have rich internal community structures. The en-
tropy density of a single solution community in a solution
cluster is calculated by belief propagation iteration with a
reweighting parameter x. From the observed discontinuity of
the overlap q �with a given reference solution� at certain
critical values of x, we infer that the solution communities
can be regarded as well-defined thermodynamic phases of
the partition function Eq. �5�.

As the constraint density � of a random K-SAT formula
increases, the density of intercommunity connections in its

solution space will decrease. Therefore the solution space
will split into many solution clusters as � becomes large
enough. Very probably the splitting of the solution space is
not a gradual process, with the solution clusters being di-
vided from the single giant component one after another, but
rather being a highly cooperative process with �exponen-
tially� many solution clusters emerge at a critical constraint
density �d�. If this is really the case, it is very interesting to
know whether in the thermodynamic limit of N→ the
value of �d� is identical to �d. One way to check this is to
perform simulations on the solution space using two mutu-
ally attractive random walkers �24�. One may also simulta-
neously follow the evolution processes of many different so-
lution communities of the same random K-SAT formula as a
function of the constraint density �.

The main qualitative results of this paper are expected to
be applicable also to large random K-SAT formula with K
�5. They may also be applicable to other random constraint
satisfaction problems such as the random coloring problem.

We have not yet investigated the lowest value of � at
which solution communities begin to emerge in the solution
space of a random K-SAT formula. This is an important open
question for future studies. Notice that Ref. �3� also predicted
the existence of many Gibbs states in the solution space at �
less than the clustering transition point �d. It remains to be
seen whether these predicted Gibbs states are actually solu-
tion communities of the single dominating solution cluster.
For � close to �d, the existence of many communities in a
solution cluster may be connected with the instability of the
first-step-replica-symmetry-broken mean-field solution to-
wards further steps of replica-symmetry-breaking �25�.

Note added in proof: The threshold constraint density
value for the onset of structural heterogeneity in the solution
space of the random K-SAT problem was calculated analyti-
cally in Ref. �26�.
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